
SECONDARY ELECT RON E M ISSION OF CRYSTALLINE MgO

heat, since the heat vibrations involve all of the atoms
in the lattice, the impurity content relatively few.

SUMMARY

We can sum up our results as follows:
(1) The high secondary yield from large single

crystals of MgO is in accord with current band theory.
Specihcally, it implies that the high yields observed
from thin film MgO targets that are used commercially,
are not merely a consequence of thin film behavior
but are related to body properties of the MgO.

(2) The temperature dependence of the yield can
be used to obtain data on the interaction between the
lattice and the internal secondaries which have several
electron volts of energy.

(3) Field enhanced emission is not observed in these
experiments.

(4) Neutralization of surface charge by bombard-
ment must be approached with care because a lack of
uniformity may easily produce highly erroneous
results.

(5) No correlation was found between conductivity
and yield. However, the causes of the observed con-
ductivity have not been determined.

We are indebted to Conyers Herring for many
valuable discussions of the interpretation of the data
presented. The MgO crystal used was supplied by
E. G. Rochow through the good offices of A. J. Ahearn,
and the individual specimens were prepared by J.
Andrus. The spectrochemical analyses were performed
by E. K. Jaycox. Finally we wish to express our thanks
to the group working under the direction of H. W.
Weinhart who constructed the various experimental
tubes.
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A preliminary reyort on the application of the perturbation of boundary conditions theory of Feshbach,
Weisskopf, and Peaslee to the problem of the decay of a virtual state is presented. In particular, the formulas
for alpha decay are derived. The derivation assumes no model of the nucleus nor of nuclear forces. It contains
the slope of the logarithmic derivative of the wave function versus energy as the only factor related to the
nuclear structure; therefore, it includes earlier theories of alpha decay as special cases.

1. INTRODUCTION
' "N 1928 Gamow and, independently, Condon and
~ ~ Gurney' made use of quantum mechanics to explain
the tremendous variation of alpha-decay half-lives with
small variations in alpha-particle energy (from 1.4)& 10"
years to 3)& j.0 second, for alpha-particle energies of
4 to 9 Mev, respectively). The foregoing theories cor-
rectly accounted for the exponential-type behavior of
the half-life as a function of energy, but solved only the
Coulomb barrier penetration problem. This paper
presents a preliminary attack upon internal alpha-decay
theory. The most frequent assumption of older theories
for the internal problem was that of a single particle in
a square well ground state. In fact, the spontaneous
decay of an alpha particle from a square well bounded

by a Coulomb barrier has been rigorously solved as an
eigenvalue problem by Preston. ' Another, ' admittedly

*Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic
Energy Commission.

t This report is based on a thesis submitted by the author to the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1950 (unpublished).

'G. Gamow, Z. Physik 51, 204 (1928); G. Gamow and F.
Houtermans, Z. Physik 52, 495 (1928); R. W. Gurney and E. U.
Condon, Nature 122, 439 (1928); and Phys. Rev. 33, 127 (1929).

~M. A. Preston, Phys. Rev. 69, 535 .(1946); ?1, 865 (1947).' H. A. Bethe, Revs. Modern Phys. 9, 69 (1937).See also B.L.
Cohen, Phys. Rev. 80, 105 (1950).

approximate, attack postulated that the intrinsic
alpha-decay probability (the decay probability without
Coulomb barrier) is roughly the same as that of a
neutron of the same energy. The application -of the
WKJB approximation to the model of a single particle
in a square well surrounded by a Coulomb barrier is
widely used, but sometimes incorrectly. Sufhcient care
is not always taken at the joining point R (defined as
the edge of the square well and considered in actuality
to include the "naked" nuclear radius, the range of
alpha-nucleus forces, and the "naked" alpha-particle
radius), where Kramers type joining formulas are not
applicable even when the drop in potential from
Coulomb to the nuclear is gradual through a distance
of the order of the nuclear force range. If this drop is
taken to be vertical, the wave equation then has a
singular point and no Taylor expansion whatever is
possible, so that joining of the solutions in this manner
completely breaks down.

Although our treatment assumes no model of the
nucleus nor of nuclear forces, it does postulate that the
alpha particle is an entity at the radius E and there-
after. In addition, this paper asks for a certain smooth-
ness, to be defined below, in the nuclear wave function
at the nuclear surface. Because of the generality of this
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assumption the present theory includes prior theories
as special cases. However, we feel this treatment to be
incomplete, and we present it only in the hope that it
is useful even in its preliminary form.

then

or
f/R= P(1!v)(dv/«) 3~

f=xlv'/vl expl i(hi —8)j (2.4)

2. THE THEORY OF CHARGED PARTICLE DECAY

Following a suggestion of %eisskopf, 4 it is possible
to extend the theory of Feshbach, Peaslee, and Weiss-
kopf' to the decay of virtual nuclear states. This can be
done in the following way. '

We discuss the decay of a nucleus, atomic number Z;
mass number A; through charged-particle emission
(charge s) with orbital angular momentum l, s com-
ponent m; in a half-life T~„with a decay constant,
p/its sec '; and with decay energy E. Let r be the dis-
tance from the center of mass of the daughter nucleus
to that of the emitted-particle. R is the largest value
of r for which the potential energy V is appre-
ciably different from Zse'/esr, the Coulomb potential.
With the foregoing notation, then, the substitution
/=4 &"(r)r 'Vi~(8, P) into Schrodinger's (center-of-
mass) equation yields the following for 4:

d'4 &'i/dr' Ui(r)4 i') = ——(2'/Ii )4'i" (2.1)
with

Ui(r) =—l(l+1)/r'+ (2u/Is') V(r) for r)R.

The assumption V= V(r) and the separation of vari-
ables is made only for r~&R. The general solution of
(2.1) can be written in the form

4 "i=aui(r)+bvi(r),

with u& =—vi* (the asterisk means complex conjugate),
a and b constants, and with asymptotic behaviors

u& -+ expt —ikr+i(vl/2) —iver ln(2kr)+irli), (2.2a)

vi —+ expl +ikr i(vl/2)+icr ln—(2kr) —itiij, (2.2b)

where n =—2v.ZZ'is/k(velocity) and ri& are the usual
Coulomb field type corrections to the asymptotic
forms, v k=1/X= (2iiE)&/5. A decaying state is defined
by having outgoing waves only at r = ~; thus, 4 &"= e&

for r &~ R. The other boundary condition of the problem
occurs at the nuclear surface, that is at r=R. Of interest
is the ratio of derivative to value of the radial wave
function at R. Define this quantity as f/R, which must
equal (1/v) (dv/dr) evaluated at R. We shall leave the
subscript l to be understood. If, following FP%, we
set v(r=R) —=

I vl it exp(ib),

is the boundary condition on the solution at r=R.
The %ronskian of two independent solutions of a

canonical second-order diGerential equation is a con-
stant; hence

du/dr dv/dr

evaluatedatr=~

2i—k (2.5)

whence, using N=e*, we get

If we write
lvv'I sin(bi —8) =1.

f= 6+is,

(2.6)

(2.7)

which is the boundary condition, with 3 and s real
and defined by (2.4) and (2.6),

a=xlv'/vl cos(bi —8), (2.8a)

(2.8b)s=—x/I v I'.

It is well known that the time variation of the wave
function is of the form exp( —iWt/5) and that a complex
8" is a description of a decaying state.

%e therefore write for the decaying state s of energy
+Sp

W, =E, i (y,/2), —

where the decay probability X„of the state s, is simply
y,lk, per second, per nucleus.

f is a function of W, so we can expand f in the series

f(W.)=f(E.) ih /2)~f/~E—.+". (2 1o)

and use only the linear term, since for charged particle
decay p:,&&E,.

The nuclear boundary condition for decay is expected
to be of the same form for each decaying state s, so we
are led (FPW) to expect simplification by writing f
as a periodic function; f=X cotZ. Z= Z(E) is a quite
arbitrary function of E, and X=—ER, where E is
the propagation vector magnitude of the escaping
particle just within the nucleus. For example, the
nuclear boundary condition for a square well is

f=X cotLX—(e~/2)].
Now as we vary E we can expect decaying states

only when (2.7) holds, or when (from 2.10)

(2.11)A(E,) =X, cotZ(E,),

h.l2) af/aEI ~,= S—. (2.12)4 V. F. Weisskopf (private communication, 1949).
~ Feshbach, Peaslee, and Weisskopf, Phys. Rev. 71, 145 (1947),

which we refer to as FPW.
6 See also J. M. Blatt and V. F. Weisskopf, Theoreticat Ãeclear

Physics (John Wiley and Sons, Inc. , New York, 1952), which we
refer to as BW.

7 See N. F. Mott and H. S, W. Massey, Theory of Atomic Col-
lisiows (Oxford University Press, London, 19491, second edition.

We shall later show that for decaying states
(6(E,)lx,) is a slowly varying function of E„so that
we can with good accuracy put

(2.13)Z(E,+i) = Z(E,)+rr,

x—=kR, and v'—=dv/dr= (1/k) Idv/drl„@exp(i8i); (2.3)
and
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since the cotangent is x-periodic, and since the slope of
the cotangent is always greater than or equal to one in
magnitude, thus is insensitive to small changes in
(h(E,)/X,). The proof of these statements must await
specific calculation of v and v'. %e can, however, point
out u priori, that in the case of charged particle decay
with kinetic energies definitely below the top of the
Coulomb and centripetal barriers, the magnitudes of v

and of e' are large compared to one. This conclusion
follows from the fact that the particle probability
density in such a case is much greater within the
nucleus ( Isl') than at infinity (1).

In the foregoing case, therefore, (2.6) yields

sin(Br —B) =
I
es'I

~- ~l "/~l (1—I»'I ')'=*I ~'/~l, (2 14)

thus the quantity,

A(E.)/X, = (x/X)
I
w'/e I, (2.15)

is what we shall have to show is weakly energy de-
pendent. LSee (2.32) and thereafter. j

We shall need Bf/BEI z, in order to get y, in (2.12):

Bf/BEI z, =X' cotZ(E)
I
z,—XZ'(E)/sin'Zl z, . (2.16)

The fundamental postulate of this treatment is that
the slope of Z at the energy E, at which decay occurs
can be approximately given by the average slope in the
region of E„that is, that

Z'I z, =rr/D, (2.1/)

where D is the energy level spacing. s (Z is s.-periodic. )
This assumption is not meant to be more than a rough
approximation.

(2.11) gives

(sinZ) '=[ (6'/X')+1j at E=E,. (2.18)

Substituting Eqs. (2.17), (2.18), and (2.11) into (2.16)
gives

Bf 6 Xir (dPX'—
I

—+1 [, E=E,. (2.18a)
BEz, X DEX )

Using (2.12), (2.8b), and (2.18a), we obtain

2 xX
—,E=E,. (2.19)

~ I.I' L~'+X']—(1/~)X'~D

With the aid of (2.14), Eq. (2.19) becomes

so we can neglect it and find

D 4@X
E=E,. (2.21)

2~ *'I~i'I'+x'I ~i['

The D/2ir is interpreted as 1/k times the intrinsic
(nonbarrier) decay probability of the nucleus and the
other factor as the discontinuity and barrier trans-
mission probabilities (see interpretation below). Equa-
tion (2.21) is the fundamental equation for decay of a
charged particle from a nucleus through the Coulomb
and centripetal barriers. Approximations (2.20) to
(2.21) and (2.15) must yet be verified.

In order to estimate the correction (2.20) to (2 21)
it is necessary to assign an energy dependence to E.
The usual, and indeed most reasonable, premise is that
the kinetic energy of the charged particle should vary
linearly with the decaying state energy E. YVe therefore
put

JC'= (2p/k') (Eo+E),
where Eo is a constant. Therefore

X,= (2irR'/5') l (Es+E,) '*,

X' =IiR'/O'X,
so that

(2.22)

(2.23)

(2.24)

v= exp' +i ~' k(r)dr, a=constant, (2.27)
[k()j~

which is valid when

d(1 )
dr (k(r))

or" when

D 4@X

2s. x'I ~g'I '+X'I r ( I'—(yR'/s fi') (x/X) I
v('i, [D

(2.25)

is Eq. (2.21) corrected by substituting the assump
tion (2.22) into (2.20). We shall, however, find that
(2.21) is sufficiently accurate for our purposes.

We next calculate rt and v' for f, =0, using the WKIlJ
approximation. ' From (2.1) we must solve

(d'v/dr')+ k'(r) v =0, (2.26)

where k'(r) —= (2iiE/k') —(2+Zse /5'r): A —(J3/r). This—
equation defines A and 8; note that k=—k(co). The
WKBJ solution is

F(r)= —«1.
2L (8/r) —A )&

(2.28)

E=E,. (2.20)

The last term in the. denominator will be shown
[see (2.34)j to be small compared to the other two, so

8 This is the same postulate as in FPW; see also the discussion
there. We shall discuss the type levels D refers to in Sec. 3.

' See, for example L. I. Schiff, Quantum M'echamcs {McGraw-
Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1949). This barrier pene-
tration solution is well known from the very earliest attacks on
the problem. We outline our method for convenience."In alpha decay 8 is about 0.559)&10'3 Z cm ' with A equal
to 1.96)&10'~ E cm 2, E in Mev, so that the outer turning point
r&=B/A is roughly 2.85X10 "Z/E cm.

It is clear that (2.28} holds in the classically allowed region,
r&r&, the validity must be examined in the classically forbidden
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Using the boundary condition

v —+ exp(skr)

X is given by (2.23), so that indeed (2.32) is weakly
energy dependent

We must next show that

and the Kramers joining formulas' through the point
r=rJ, we obtain for r&r~

(IJR i ( x q
s' s'

s' —+X' ((1, (2.33)
Egrks) E X] v s

@=yes(1—y) 1 exp i—— xdr, (2.29)

n(x) 1
s'(x) =

2k 2 (1—y)R

(2pZse') *

(asR&

Equations (2.31), (2.30), and (2.21) give the compu-
tational formulas for /= 0, charged particle decay which
we shall later display for alpha decay.

Discussion of Approximations

We are now able to examine our approximations. We
shall do so for the special case of alpha decay in which
we are primarily interested. The first is that (x/X)

~

s'/s
~

is a weak function of the decay energy. [This is neces-
sary for (2.13); see (2.15).]

From (2.31),

1 1 (2pZs R) '

I (1—y)' (2 32)
2X 2(1—y) ( as

where y ranges from 0.19 to 0.35 for alpha decayers
(including those in the upper middle of the periodic
table).

region, however, since (2.28) fails both for small r and for r close
to r~, the turning point. In the worst case, that of 62Sm"', we have
j"(r): O.OS9E~ 0.026E~ 0.019E~ 0.024E~
r)& 10" (cm): r~ = 177/E 133/8 89/E 45/E 17.5/E
with E the alpha-decay energy in Mev.

It appears then that the WEBJ approximation is applicable;
however, Eq. (2.28) gives no indication of the accuracy of joining
at r=r~.

A check upon the accuracy of the entire approximation is ob-
tained by comparison with the exact calculations of Preston and
of Tyson LM. A. Preston, Phys. Rev. 71, 865 (1947); James K.
Tyson, Ph.D. thesis, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1948
(unpublished) j. This comparison shows that the terms of our
WKBJ solution (to be derived below) are accurate for alpha
decay to one part in 220, which is fantastically good since we have
reason to believe that errors in D are 100 percent to 1000 percent.

"Compare Bethe, reference 3, p. 161 ff.

where Ir =$(B/r) ——A j'*, and y =ER/Zse'=AR/B, that
is, the ratio of the Coulomb barrier height at r=R to
the kinetic energy at r= ~.

Integration of (2.29) for /=0 and a Coulomb barrier
ields

f'2p
s(r) =y'*(1—y) 1 exp s —+~— Zse'R —

~ y(y), (2.30)
Eks

where"

Y(y) —=y '(«c cosy') —(1—y)'

The quantity ~v~
' gives the Coulomb penetration

factor. Differentiation yields

in order that (2.21) be valid. For kinetic energies within
the nucleus of 1 to 16 Mev, D ~& 1 Mev, 8~10 " cm,
and for nuclei in the alpha-decay region,

II &0.01«i.

Interpretation

(2.34)

Under the assumption of equidistant nuclear energy
levels it has been shown" that the nuclear period is
2grh/D. The period of a particle in a one-dimensional
square well of quantum number n is T„=(2s.h/D)
X(1+1/2n), and that of a harmonic oscillator is of
course T=2+h/D (equally spaced levels). Thus the
factor D/2s of formula (2.21) may be considered as k
multiplied by the time rate of appearance of an out-
going alpha particle at the nuclear radius. The remain-
ing term is easily shown to be exactly the barrier pene-
tration factor of a particle whose wavelength is large
compared to the rise of the (Coulomb) barrier at r= R.
It is therefore asserted that this theory includes the
single charged particle in a square well as a special case.
It should be recognized that the barrier penetration
includes not only the penetration of the body of the
Coulomb barrier (1/

~

s
~

'), but also the very real discon-
tinuity barrier at r=R, Lwhich may be likened to the
neutron penetration, 4kE/(k+K)'j.

3. THE THEORY OF ALPHA DECAY, CONTINUED,
ORBITAL ANGULAR MOMENTUM

The general formula (2.21) is applicable to nonzero
angular momenta as well; we must, however, make quite
clear what we mean by the energy level spacing D, and
further we must verify that the approximations of
Sec. 2 are still valid in this case. That D shall be between
energy levels in the parent nucleus of the same spin and
parity follows immediately from the definition of D
(Z'~ ir, =s/D); we vary the energy of the system and
postulate that the slope at the decay energy, E„will
be roughly given by the average slope. No continuous
variation of the parameter E from resonance s to s+1
can cause a discontinuous change in spin or parity.
Nuclei of diGerent spins are, so to speak, "diGerent"
nuclei. This can be seen in another way from the inter-
pretation of the nuclear period T=2 h/sDThe period
of a nucleus with spin J is determined by the level
system of such a nucleus (with spin J).

"Actually we need the value of E only to arJ order of magnitude,
so that we can neglect even its linear variation in the square and
will later assign the same wave number, E, to all outgoing alpha
particles within the nucleus regardless of the nucleus or of the
alpha-decay energy.

"V.F. Weisskopf, Helv. Phys. Acta 23, j.87 (1950).
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Now let us ask for the dependence of D on the orbital
angular momentum l of the .outgoing alpha particle.
There are the following possibilities for /, if i„ is the
parent spin and i~ the daughter spin:

I /.+'.I, I/.+/. —1I,

a total of the smaller of (2iv+1) and (2iq+1) in all.
Parity conservation allows a total of i+1 or i (i is the
smaller of iv and i&), only, of these. We assert that the
boundary condition of ft, X——cotZ&(E) differs for each
value l of the outgoing orbital momenta. This assertion
immediately follows from the factor F& (8, @) governing
the distribution in angles of the complete wave function.
Thus we have diferent Z's and hence separate D's for
each /. D must stand for the level spacing between
alpha energy levels of equal outgoing orbital angular
momentum. In this paper we shall not attempt to
distinguish between diGerent D's that are between
levels of the same spin and parity. " Indeed we shall
be forced to take for D the 6rst energy level spacing
because of the paucity in data.

The effect of angular momenta in the external barrier
penetration is small for small /, as Table I shows. (The
centripetal barrier height at r=R is 0.054/(/+1) Mev
and the Coulomb is 25 Mev. ) These values were com-

puted. Qom the data of 88Ra' using the method ex-
hibited below.

It should be noted that large spins, because of the
possibility of many-channel decay, "can lead to barrier
penetration greater than a single l=o penetration. For
example, in Table I, spin 2 decaying to a spin-2 residual

TABLE I. Ratio X&/k of the alpha-decay probability for angular
momentum l to that for angular momentum zero.

Orbital angular momentum
quantum number, l

1
0.7
0.37
0.13/
0.0368
7.21X10 '
9.9SX10 6

nucleus with even parity would be listed as 1.407 ()1),
if one weights all possible channels equally.

We now proceed to solve the barrier penetration for
LAO. Our equation is again

but now
d'v)/dr'+ kI,'(r)v E

=0, (3.1)

/(/+1) 8
v((R) =A' +——A

E2 E
with

( 7r

expI i +) — adr
I

4 &g

a —= [(/(/+ 1)/r')+ (8/r) —A3',
rt' —=(8/2A) {1+[1+(4A/8')/(/+1) j&}.

Evaluation of the integral yields

k P (r) —= (2pE//r 2) (2IJZse')—//k'r (/(/+ 1)/r')—

=—A —(Blr)—(/(/+ 1)/r') (3.2)

which de6nes the constant A and 8.
The WKBJ solution is

~dr = R[/(/+ 1)/R'+—8/R Ajl—
(2/(/+1)/R)+8+2[/(/+1)1&[/(/+1)/R'+8/R —A j&

+[/(/+1)]l ln
{8'+4/(/+1) A+8[Br+ 4A/(/+ 1)j&}/{8+[8'+4A/(/+ 1)7&}

+ (8/2A*') {arc sin(1) —are sin[(2AR —8)/(8'+4A/(/+1))~j}. (3.4)

P(y) —= (8/A'). {qarc cos[(2y —1)/(1+4w)']
-(-+y-y):}arc cos(2N —1)= 2 arc cosl*'.

w =/(/+1)A/8—'
Defining Di6erentiation gives

(3.5)
v~'(~) = [vi(~)/*j{[(2w+y)/4(w+y —y') j

+{[( —1)BA *— '(/(/+1))'3/
(w+y —y')'1} (3.7)

Equations (3.6), (3.7), and (2.21) give the computa-
tional formula for alpha decay in the case lQO.

v((x) =yl(w+y —y')—*

X [1+2y
—'[w+ w-* (w+ y —y') l3/ (1+4w) i}~i' ~ '+'&1

exp[ —~is.+P (y) j, (3.6)
"Use must here be made of the fact that our problem is a

many-body one in order to admit the u priori possibility of many
orbital angular momentum decay channels for the same energy, E,.
In a one-body potential well, for example, the decaying state
energy is diferent for different decay orbital angular momenta so
that for a given energy state, decay is possible for only one orbital
angular momenta, L.

"Equation (3.4) is identical to Bethe, reference 3, Formula
(631), and the first terms of Tyson's asymptotic expansion (see
reference 10).

Validity of l &0 Calcu1ations

The energy variation of (x/X)Ivr'/vrI, which we
must show to be weak in order that (2.13) may be
valid, is easily shown by neglecting the small quantity
w in comparison to y —y' in (3.7), so that (x/X) I

v~'/v~
I

Formula (3.4)" reduces to the exponent of (2.30) by with
setting l=o if one remembers that
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has approximately the energy dependence of /=0 for
l &10. Because of the smallness of zv the arguments of
(2.33) and (2.34) follow verbatim for /WO so that
(2.20)—+(2.21) is still valid. The situation is not so
obvious for the external (barrier) problem, however,
since one might expect —(d/dr)(1/k(r)) = k'(r)/k'(r)
to become of the order of, or larger than, unity for
small r. A short numerical calculation shows that this
is not the case and that, in fact, J (r) [defined in (2.28)j
is still the same as for /=0 unless l~&10. These last
remarks can be directly seen by recognizing that
ki 0'(r) = kiddo'(r) and comparing the derivative of k(r)
in the two cases. This last ratio, from (3.1), is

1+21(l+1)/RB= 1 for alpha decay, (3.8)

with 8=0.559&& 10"Z/cm, R ranges from 8 to 11&(10 "
cm. The accuracy of joinirig is the same in this case
because the r dependence is essentially that of the
Coulomb field at r= r&'.

4. THE EFFECTIVE RADIUS R

In this section we use the formulas derived in the
preceding sections to give a computational formula for
the nuclear radius E., as defined in Sec. 2. The
"eGective" radius R can be thought of as including the
"naked" radius of the nucleus, the "naked" alpha-
particle radius, and the range of nuclear forces between
them. Further, the calculations are made for zero
angular momentum. Thus in the case of a single
channel large angular momentum, the R thus calculated
will be too small, and in the case of many channel decay
with small-to-zero orbital angular momenta possible,
the E. will be slightly larger. The e8ects of angular
momenta are negligible for 1=0, 1, and 2 regardless of
the number of channels open, since our accuracy,
because of the assumption connected with D, is not
good enough to distinguish these cases. However, for
l=3 and above, the calculation for 1=0 is misleading.
We are forced to calculate for /=0, regardless of other
considerations, however, because there does not exist
one case where the spin of both daughter and parent
nucleus in the alpha decay is known. "In fact, we know
only very few cases where the spin of one member is
known. We do not wholly leave the problem of (ex-
ternal) angular momentum with these remarks; we
shall take up the problem again in connection with ex-
plaining anomalous radii.

The Energy Level spacing D

We will not be able to get D between levels of equal
spin and parity for the simple reason that few spins and
parities of the various levels are known. " We must
therefore estimate the energy and level spacing. It will

"Except of course for the presumption that all even-Z and
even-3 spins are zero and are of the same parity.

'7 Again except for the presumption of zero spin and even parity
for the ground states of even-even nuclei.

turn out that the radius 8 depends weakly on D, so
that our estimates may be off by large factors without
appreciably altering the nuclear radius; a factor of 6ve
in D alters R by at most 5 percent and usually ~2.5
percent. We will therefore, arbitrarily, choose the
lowest-lying energy level spacing (obtained from any
experiment whatever) in the parent nucleus to be D,
and in the case where no experimental evidence exists
for the parent in question, we shall estimate the spacing
from surrounding nuclei of the same type (i.e., even-
odd, etc.). This choice we make for the purpose of con-
sistency. If the experiments truly give the lowest
spacing, we shall expect our D to be larger, " (for it is
unlikely that the ground state and the first excited
state are so kind to us as to be of the same spin and
parity). On the other hand, there is still the possibility
that the low-lying levels have not yet been detected;
this leads to a smaller D than we use.

In summary, the requirements that D shall be
between alpha-forming levels of the same spin and
parity tends to make our choice of D too small, and
uncertainty in measurement tends too give to large a D.

Kinetic Energy of an Alpha Particle in the Nucleus

We must determine the propagation constant E or,
alternatively, the internal kinetic energy of an alpha
particle just within the nuclear radius. A lower bound
for this energy is the lowest momentum state of an
Einstein-Bose particle in the alpha nuclear-volume,
which we take to be given by a radius of 1.573 &&10—"
cm. This "alpha nuclear-volume" is larger than the
true nuclear volume; it is the "trial" nuclear volume
of an escaping alpha particle. Thus it includes the
range of nuclear forces as well as the alpha particle
radius.

The kinetic energy lower bounds are then: 0.76 Mev
for mass number A = 150, 0.63 for 200, and 0.53 for 250,
respectively.

An even numbered conglomerate of Fermi-Dirae
particles (for example, an alpha particle) can only be
considered to obey Einstein-Bose statistics when the
perturbations on its constituent particles are smaller
than the binding of the particles in the conglomerate.
Such is rot the case for an alpha particle in a nucleus,
where the perturbations are indeed of the order of the
nucleon binding energy. Therefore, we may rot consider
the conglomerate of two protons and two neutrons,
each pair with opposing spins, to be a true Bose
particle. We shall call it a four-particle.

This four-particle, in fact, must obey the exclusion
principle to some extent because of its Fermi-Dirac
constituents. (For example, two alpha particles cannot
occupy the same con6guration state. ) If it were a

t' The mounting evidence that the erst excited states of even-
even nuclei are spin 2, positive parity, indicates that D is probably
larger for even-even nuclei. See, for example, the paper of Ger-
trude ScharG-Goldhaber, Phys. Rev. 90, 587 (j.953).
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complete Fermi-Dirac particle, we can use

1V= V.V„/ass, (4.1)

2De(3 ) ' (1—y) l

~&E) Ey)
where 3l is the number of equal particles, V, the volume
in conhguration space, and V„the volume in momentum
space, to arrive at a 6gure of 5.02 Mev for the kinetic
energy of the highest energy Fermi-Dirac four-particle
(when formed) in the nucleus. This figure is inde-
pendent of A. %e, therefore, suggest that the true
kinetic energy of an alpha particle in the nucleus lies
between 5 and 0.5 Mev.

The foregoing remarks lead to a best guess of the
kinetic energy of a four-particle in the nucleus of the
order of 3 Mev. E shall, therefore, be chosen to corre-
spond to 3 Mev for ground-state transitions, less for
transitions to excited states, and more for transitions
from excited states ("long range"). Fortunately the
theory is even more weakly dependent on the choice
of the internal kinetic energy of the alpha particle
than on the choice of D, so that a factor of 6ve change
in this energy is not signiacant, (a factor of —, times
the internal kinetic energy chosen changes the radius
by less than 2 percent, a factor of five by less than 0.6
percent).

Electron Screening Correction

The electron shell about the nucleus weakens the
positive potential barrier. Using the Thomas-Fermi
approximation, " the 6rst-order atomic electron cor-
rection to the Coulomb potential is a constant. Ke
choose to add this correction to the decay energy as
follows:

E~=Ea+72.8X 10 '(Z~)41' Mev, (4.2)

where E& is the total energy, which is utilized in the
foregoing formalism, Ed, is the measured decay energy
(energy of alpha+recoil nucleus), and Zz is the charge
of the daughter nucleus. "

Calculation of the Radius R

We take formulas (2.21), (2.30), (2.31) together with
the preceding work of this section and obtain

' E. Thomas, Proc. Cambridge Phil. Soc. 23, 542 (1927);
E. Fermi, Z. Physik 48, 73 (1928); E. B. Baker, Phys. Rev. 36,
630 (1930).

'0 The importance of this correction was emphasized by
G. Ambrosino and H. Piatier, Compt. rend. 232, 400 (1951).We
use Zq because the inner shells can rearrange to the daughter
Coulomb field. See P. Benoist-Guental, J. phys. et radium 13, 486
(1952).We have made use of the work of Rasmussen, Thompson,
and Ghiorso, University of California Radiation Laboratory
Report UCRL-1473, 1952 (unpublished) and their references to
older work.
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The inaccuracy in D and in E permits rough approxi-
mations for factors not of the exponential in (4.3).
Thus for such terms we put R=1.57&(10 "A' cm' and
thus y=y=—0.545E&A&Z '. The term 1/$2(1 —y)Ej
turns out not only to be negligible but to give a better
approximation (according to the formulas of Tyson,
reference 10) if neglected. So that (4.3) becomes

Eg&(1+4/Ad)* Dp F*'

y'v(y) = ln —0.367
2.520Zg y 1+-,'F

with

(4.4)

F=—(Zg/0. 545A g&) Eg, — (4.5)

Ei= Em+72.8X10 sZa4"

R= 2.879X 10 rsyZg/E(

(4.2)

(4 6)

where E~, E~, y, Do are in Mev. Z~ and A~ refer to the
daughter nucleus.

Equations (4.4), (4.5), (4.2), and (4.6) comprise the
computational formulas for alpha decay. These for-
mulas are good only for normal alpha decay and make
no pretense of giving proper radii from anomalous 6ne
structure [vis. , the most energetic lines of Am'4'; see
Asaro, Reynolds, and Perlman, Phys. Rev. 87, 277
(1952)].We have not changed E for different energies
E~, neither among diferent nuclei, nor in 6ne structure
of the same nucleus. The eGect of the variations is
negligible, and we do not know E well anyway.

The radii calculated on the basis of the foregoing
theory will be presented and discussed critically in
Part II, to be submitted shortly for publication in
The I'hysica/ Ream.
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